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Zoom

Meeting called by: Enoch Hale

Michael Fisher

Note taker: Taylor Sorrels

Attendees: Breck Robinson
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Sabrina Zink
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Nicole Jean Hill
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Carmen Bustos-Works
Jenn Capps
Kassidy Banducci
Sherie Gordon
Xena Pastor

Notes

Agenda item Presenter Notes

Review and approve/adopt: 02/08/22 meeting notes Enoch &
Mike

FITT Transition Planning

a) EOC transition, context as to why

b) Future for FITT

i) Original charge achieved?

Managing instruction

modalities relative to

requirements of the COVID

pandemic.

ii) Fall 2022 Planning

Considerations.

Conversations around

EOC will start decommissioning “de-mobilization
in ICS parlance”
Operating university out of EOC for a couple of
years, need to transition back. Will come up with
a plan in the EOC. BUT FITT needs to determine
the same thing. Will FITT work transition.

Dan - faculty will still need an outlet for
addressing concerns/questions.

Scale down is probably a better term for what
trying to do. EOC will more than likely be around
through the Fall term.

How do we deal with instructional challenges.
This team was developed by Mary Oling-Sisay
and Mike to determine the best course. Fall 22
this group still had an item in their charge to
fulfill. Already brought f2f instruction back this
semester.
FITT has transitioned into a communication
conduit. Allowing policy makers to be reached.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pADbedSUm0ecroFj-todHQ2yHTJjHMkF/view?usp=sharing


planning for this group vs.

typical semester planning.

iii) Role of FITT on

recommendations to

campus Policy

Management Group (PMG)

- Provost, EOC

Coordinator.

iv) Operationalize the

supervision of endemic

issues

(1) Relying on

communication

structure of AA

Division

(2) DOS Student

Issues

(3) SHC Testing and

Supervision

(4) Marcom for

Information

dissemination

This moment in time can be used to determine
what normal business is.
Fall 22 still has Covid considerations. And a roll
for FITT.

Continued need for avenue for Faculty to
express concerns. Liaisons have been integral in
that.

Enoch- What good out of FITT do we want to
keep?

Justus - liaisons have been able to be a voice on
ground level concerns to decision makers.
Regardless of COVID important to understand
what’s happening in the class room.

Dan - rosy and optimistic that COVID will go
away. If there is going to be public health policy
affecting things in the classroom and workplace,
faculty need a way for back & forth on policy
changes. Alternatives are working through
Deans & Assoc Deans. CNRS communications
are broken down due to less people.

Nicole- scaling back now might be at a had time,
still much confusion on the ground. Next
semester predict more so.

Enoch - Will need to still have repopulation
plans. In moving forward, what is the impact of
the work. Wants to see a plan moving forward
where our recommendations go once made.
What are action steps. Mitigate frustrations.
What is Process? Will take back to EOC that
FITT needs a role through Fall 22.

Mike - Timing needs to be right, what’s the
criteria? Have a good plan.

Justus- great that we’re starting this conversation
early. In his college a lot of questions raised
about what are normal operations?

Enoch-Would it be relevant for OAA Leadership
to approve a FITT revised charge?

Make this a change management team vs. Covid
response.

Nicole- make a template for the future. Identifying
what worked, what didn’t, something in place for
future responses.

Spring 2022 Planning- F2F Schedule Link

a) Communications Update, Campus

Ready update.

MarCom said it established a timeline to change
the website, updating all relevant information,
deleting old material. Enoch - if you find
something that needs to be edited send to
MarCom or Enoch directly with the url.
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1LwlgP9UGUjNChHxx-fKojWOM_vSEmC7dQFShDjOrCjA/edit#gid=1675953751


i) Contraction of the Campus

ready site.

Deliberate effort to restructure the presentation of

information on the site and update its content.

Any information in your area, instructional guides,
etc., Enoch is taking on to change. Send your
other changes to him.

Risk Management & Safety Updates (Cris &
Sabrina)

Additional Questions & Topics

a) CPS:

b) CAHSS:

c) CNRS:

Justus - How do you know where the designated
eating areas are?  Need a definition of this first.
And need Cris’ reply. Nicole will send Enoch email
she received from Kaitlin (CES)

*Next scheduled meeting: Tuesday, March 8, 2022

SPECIAL NOTES:

Bella- FITT website - will get rid of the Instruction tab and tidy up site.
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